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Foreword 

Hi all! 

 

I held your hand in the first 2 volumes, now it’s not the case anymore; this means that you need to know by now 

how to create a contact, a joint and how to apply a displacement - prior to reading and applying this book - because I 

kept the explanations to a minimum. If you are a beginner and still want to apply what’s in this book, you might want 

to check firstly the Hands-on ANSYS Workbench – nothing else volumes and visit the Webinars page from 

expertfea.com. Remember that there are also for sale the MECHDAT files related to this book, if somehow you can’t 

apply the instructions we’ve shown in the book. 

In this book I did my best to vary the domains, to avoid the book to become boring. As usually, to extend the amount 

of work you do in FEA, remember to follow also the Homework sections, because they are very valuable in further 

understanding the software and the domain. 

Also, remember that, in order to master the FEA field, CAD modeling should be no problem for you. In the 

department where you’ll work, your designer colleagues will send you geometries made in SolidWorks, Catia, 

ProEngineer, Inventor, Unigraphics etc., so do not make the mistake in spending too much time in becoming an 

expert in DesignModeler, but invest your time in Spaceclaim the most, since it’s the best tool that exist for FE 

analysts.  

And something I wanted to tell my customers since some time ago: the scenarios presented on expertfea.com are of 

the highest difficulty (we are the 1st to present bearings, stampings, machining, train wheels on tracks etc. in ANSYS 

Workbench); each scenario is a result of weeks and months of practice, trial and error – this is why you’ll conclude 

that there is a very big gap between your knowledge and what is presented in these books. I present a fast forward 

of my work, I compressed the FEA work very much and put it in writing. But the weeks I spent on these scenarios, 

you’ll need to spend them too, for other cases, in your future as a stress engineer. 

I can assure you now that there will be a 4th volume, a Black belt one, with the hardest cases and the least details. It 

will be published in the next year, I presume. It takes a lot of time to present high complexity scenarios and not to 

adhere to the usual trend of the FEA books that exist nowadays (which contain some chapters explaining F = k * X, a 

chapter with beams, one with trusses, a chapter with 2D FEA, one with 3D FEA, a chapter with vibrations, one with 

static, and the book is pretty much done). 

Meanwhile, be sure to look forward for the book I will publish in the next months, with a title like: Fluid – Structure 

Interaction using coupled Eulerian – Lagrangian Explicit Dynamics in ANSYS Workbench – in which the complex 

interactions between fluids, solids and explosive materials will be presented in 20 practical FEA scenarios. 

As always, I wish you all the best and believe in yourself and your future!  Claudiu, 14th of March 2018 
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CASE 41: ANSYS WB FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS - Simulation of seat belt and dummy 

at 150g deceleration 

 

Explicit Dynamics 

Engineering Data (Materials): Add Polyethylene from general materials library (click the yellow plus sign). 

 

Geometry: 4sept2017v5_seatbelt_manikin.x_t 

For the puspose of this FEA only, assign the shell part representing the seatbelt 2 mm thickness and leave it as 

Structural Steel. 

Assign Mesh Control, Method, Tetrahedrons to the seat, blue here. 
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Insert this Mesh Control, Sizing to the seatbelt, blue here. 

 

Insert this Mesh Control, Sizing to the dummy, blue here. 
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Insert this Mesh Control, Sizing to the inner faces of the seat, blue here.  

 

 

Analysis Settings: Insert these details. Remember to always use Mass Scaling when dealing with Explicit Dynamics! 
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Solution: Insert these default items, for all parts. 

 

Further homework: 

- replace Structural Steel with Structural Steel NL from the Non-Linear Materials library, solve and draw the 

conclusions 

- increase Acceleration to 2000 m/s, solve and draw the conclusions 

- make Mass Scaling = Off, solve and draw the conclusions 
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CASE 44: ANSYS WB FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS - Firing of a rifle bullet into a plate 

 

Explicit Dynamics 

Engineering Data (Materials): Add Copper Alloy from General Materials library and POLYCARB, LEAD and TNT from 

Explicit Materials, as the ones seen here. 

 

Geometry: 2017_aug_04_bullet_plate_v3.x_t 

Assign these names to the parts. 
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Make barrel, case and bullet, green here, as Rigid. 

 

Assign the following materials. 

 

 

Reference Frame = Eulerian (Virtual)! 

Insert this Hex Method on the barrel and bullet, blue here. 

Make the plate mesh as here. 
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From the Supports toolbar, fix the barrel and the case bodies, blue here. 
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Do the same for the 4 lateral blue faces of the plate. All 3 bodies couldn’t be included in a single Fixed Support item, 

since they have different Stiffness Behaviors. 

 

Solution: Insert these default items, for all parts. 

 

Solve the FEA. After it is finished, select the Solution branch, and from the Worksheet button, create these User 

Defined results containing these names in the Expression column; a sample here. 
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Further homework: 

- replace POLYCARB with Polyethylene from the General Materials library, solve and draw the conclusions 

- suppress the Hex Dominant method, solve and draw the conclusions 

- in Analysis Settings, make , solve and draw the conclusions 

 

 

 

 

CASE 45: ANSYS WB FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS - Train bogie travel with rotation of 

wheels on tracks 

 

Transient Structural 

Model: Insert a Virtual Topology. 
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Geometry: 2018_jan_10_bogie_railway_v5.x_t 

Assign these names to the parts. 

 

Contacts: Right click, Rename Based on Definition. They should look like here. 
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Make Formulation for all contacts as MPC. Delete middle To lateral contacts. 

 

Joints: Body-Ground. Add this Planar Joint by selecting all faces of the middle. Observe the X axis parallel to the 

movement direction. 
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Assign 2 Planar Joints on the lateral parts, selecting the outer blue faces. 

 

Body-Body. Add 2 Fixed Joints between each lateral-middle pair. Select also the opposite faces (invisible here). 
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Mesh: Assign this sizing for the faces seen in blue here, also for the other side of the track. 

 

Add this sizing for the holes in the lateral parts, blue here. 
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Create this sizing for the end shafts, blue here.  

 

 

Create this sizing for the bodies seen here in blue. 

 

And assign this sizing for the other bodies, seen here in blue. 
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Insert these values in the Graph tab. 

 

From Load, Joint Load, create these 2 items on Y axis, for the same joints. 
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To create friction, thus rotation in the wheels, press them down with these displacements. 

 

Solution: Insert these default items, for all parts. Feel free to select-unselect them as you wish, to scope only for 

certain parts. 

 

Further homework: 

- delete the Virtual Topology, solve and draw the conclusions 

- lower to 0.2 the value for friction coefficient of all 4 , solve and draw the conclusions 

- in Analysis Settings, make Stabilization = Off, solve and draw the conclusions 
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CASE 48: ANSYS Workbench Static Structural FEA of a copper plate corrugation between 

sprockets 

 

Static Structural 

Engineering Data: From Non_Linear Materials library, insert Copper Alloy NL. 

 

Geometry: 2014_sept_05_gears_copper_sheet1.x_t 

Rename the parts like here. Assign Copper Alloy NL material to the plate, green here. Make the gears Rigid. 

 

Coordinate Systems: Click the green face then the Coordinate System button. Apply the Y Offset = -15 mm. 
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Mesh: Define this Face Sizing for the blue faces, seen here. 

 

Create this Body Sizing for the plate, blue here. For Sphere Center, use the Coordinate System you created before. 
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Analysis Settings: Insert these details for all 10 steps; you can select them from the Graph tab. 

Select Yes for all Output data. 

 

Environment: Add this Displacement on all faces of the plate part, yellow here. 

 

Insert these values on the Graph tab. 
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As Joint Load, apply these details. 

 

Use these values in the Graph tab. 

 

Create another Joint Load for the other gear. Watch the rotation direction so that the gears mesh one with each 

other. 
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Use these values in the Graph tab. 

Solution: Insert these default items, for all parts. The RZ item is available from Worksheet, in the Expression column, 

after the solving is finished. 

 

 

Further homework: 

- change the material of the plate to Aluminum Alloy NL, solve and draw the conclusions 

- make the gears’ Stiffness Behavior = Flexible, solve and draw the conclusions 

- turn off the Stabilization, solve and draw the conclusions 
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CASE 51: ANSYS WB EXPLICIT DYNAMICS WITH FLUIDS - Drop test of a recipient with 

water from 2 meters height 

 

Explicit Dynamics 

Geometry: 2018_mar_01_bottle_full_floor_v2.x_t 

Rename the parts as seen here.  

 

Bottle and floor, green here, should be made from Polyethylene. Bottle’s thickness is 0.6 mm. Make the floor Rigid. 
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Apply WATER material to the corresponding body, green here. Reference Frame = Eulerian (Virtual). 

 

Coordinate Systems: Click the green face of the floor, then the Coordinate System button. 

 

Principal Axis, X, select one of small green edges of the floor, Apply. 

 

In relation to the Global Coordinate System, the new Coordinate System (sticking to the floor) should look like here. 
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Contacts: Delete them all. 

Mesh: Make  

Apply this sizing to the bottle part. 

 

Define this sizing for the remaining bodies, blue here. 

 

Initial Conditions: Apply this Velocity on the bottle and water, blue here. 
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Analysis Settings: Insert these details. Observe the surrounding Eulerian domain. 

 

Environment: From Inertial, apply a gravity item related to the Coordinate System we created before. 

 

Fix the floor, blue here. 
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Solution: Insert these default items, for all parts. The items in CAPS LOCK are available from Worksheet, after the 

solving is finished, from Expression column. 

 

Further homework: 

- make bottle’s thickness 0.8 mm, solve and draw the conclusions 

- in Euler Domain Controls, make this change, solve and draw the conclusions 

 

- in Connections branch, modify as seen here, solve and draw the conclusions 
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CASE 54: ANSYS Workbench Seismic Random Vibration analysis using PSD on a real 

size skyscraper  

 

 

Modal 

Engineering Data: Insert Concrete from General Materials library. 

 

Geometry: 2013_07_27_Building 20-SWC!!!9.x_t 

Except the first 7 parts, suppress the others. Apply Concrete material to the green part seen here. 
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Mesh: Apply this 1 meter mesh sizing on the blue members. The building has real dimensions. 

 

Environment: Fix the bottom faces of the main columns, seen blue here. 
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Solution: Insert Total deformation items and change their mode number. 

 

Drag Random Vibration onto the Solution cell of the Modal scenario. For each axis, they should look like here. 

 

Analysis Settings: Apply these details for all 3 scenarios. 

 

Environment: Define this PSD G Acceleration for each axis. 

 

For the next scenario. 
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For the last case. 

 

Insert these details in the Graph tab. If you want to avoid tiring your fingers, use the files we provided for easier 

input. 

 

 

Solution: Apply these default items for each axis/ scenario. For Response PSD, select a corner of the top of the 

building. Change the Result Selection axis for each case. 
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Further homework: 

- make the Body Sizing = 250 mm, solve and draw the conclusions 

- apply these changes to the frequency range, solve and draw the conclusions 

 

- for Response PSD, select the top face of the building, green here, Evaluate All Results and draw the conclusions  
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CASE 55: ANSYS WB FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS - Structural simulation of welding steel 

parts 

 

Static Structural 

Geometry: 2018_mar_16_weld_v2.x_t 

Assign Structural Steel 2 to all parts. 

 

Mesh: Apply a Hex Dominant method to all bodies. 
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Insert this sizing to all faces, blue here.  

 

Analysis Settings: Insert these details for all steps. 

 

Environment: Fix the bottom face, blue here. 

 

1st Thermal Condition. 
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2nd Thermal Condition. 

 

3rd Thermal Condition. 
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9th Thermal Condition. 

 

 

10th Thermal Condition. 

 

 

Solution: Insert these default items, for all parts. You might want to increase the scale if you would like to show the 

dilation/ swelling of the weld seam. 
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Further homework: 

- change the 1370 deg C load into 3000 deg C load, solve and draw the conclusions 

- change the default Bonded contacts to Frictionless, solve and draw the conclusions 

- replace the Fixed Support with a Frictionless Support, solve and draw the conclusions  
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CASE 58: ANSYS WB FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS - Embossing/ Stamping of an 

Aluminum sheet-metal in a rubber die 

 

Static Structural 

Engineering Data: Insert Aluminum Alloy NL from Non-Linear Materials library. Duplicate the default Structural Steel 

and assign it these details. Delete the other non-important characteristics, as seen here. 

 Geometry: FEA letters v2.x_t 

Assign these names and materials; make the letters rigid. 

 

Coordinate Systems: Click on this green face of the letter E, then the Coordinate System button and set these offsets 

from the toolbar. 
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Connections, Contacts: Rename Based on Definition. Suppress the unnecessary contacts. Assign these details to all  

the Frictionless contacts. 

 

Joints: Create these Translational Joints for each letter part. 

 

Mesh:  

Insert this Body Sizing for the Blank part. 
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Define this Body Sizing for the Rubber die. 

Add this Body Sizing for the letters. 

 

Mesh the Blank and the Rubber parts, blue here, with Tet elements. 
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Analysis Settings: Insert these details for the 1st step. 

Apply these details for the remaining steps. 

Press the Commands button from far right on the Environment toolbar and insert neqit,100 as seen here. 

 

 

Environment: Fix the outer faces of the Rubber die, seen blue here. 
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Set this Joint Load for the letter F. 

Add this Joint Load for the letter A. 

 

All 3 joints should contain these values in the Graph tab. 

Solution: Insert these default items, for all parts.  

 

Use these details for the Force Reaction item. 
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Further homework: 

- change the material for the Blank part to be Copper Alloy NL, solve and draw the conclusions 

- change the default Frictionless contact to Frictional = 0.1, solve and draw the conclusions 

- for Joint Loads, assign these values, solve and draw the conclusions  

 

THANK YOU, GOD! TO BE CONTINUED WITH VOLUME 4! 


